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Finger weaving intructions
Chevron
Version 1: Set up 24 threads: 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D
Version 2: Set up 24 threads, 2A, 2B, 2C, 12D, 2C, 2B, 2A
Pattern written right-handed. The Left handed are endouraged to adapt as
described on page 4.
Part a): Divide the threads equally between your two hands, 12 threads in each hand.
Weave the left set using the closest thread from the right hand as weft.
You now have 13 threads in the left hand, 11 in the right.
Part b): Turn the work over
Divide the work between your 2 hands: 11 left and 13 right.
Weave the new left set using the closest thread from the right hand as weft.
You now have 12 threads in each hand again.

Chevron: 4 color sequence
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Chevron: Symmetrically arranged colors
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Cheat Sheet Cards
If the thread at the right of your piece is a ‘down’ thread
then your Cheat Sheet card reads:
12-12
Select an “Up” thread for weft
Hint:
Start with a Pinch (pick up from the back)
If you are unsure which side you’re on,
11-13
the 12-12 side or the 11-13 side,
Select a “Down” thread for weft
here’s how to tell:
Start with a Scissors (put down from the front)
If the colors are arranged symmetrically,
you’re ready to work a 12-12 row.
If the thread at the right of your piece
is an ‘up’ thread
then your Cheat Sheet card reads:
12-12
Select a “Down” thread for weft,
Start with a Scissors (put down from the front)
11-13
Select an “Up” thread for weft,
Start with a Pinch (pick up from the back)
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If they are not symmetrical, (one side has
more of the edge color than the other side)
then work an 11-13 row to even things up.
For the purpose of this hint, in Version 1,
consider that colors A&D as the same color,
and that B&C are likewise the same colors.
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Reverse Chevron
Version 1: Set up 24 threads: 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D
Version 2: Set up 24 threads: 2A, 2B, 2C, 12D, 2C, 2B, 2A
Part a): Begin at the right side, weave the first thread over 11 threads,
and return the weft to warp position.
Turn the work over.

Part b): Begin at the right side, weave the first thread over 11 threads,
and then cross with the weft from part a
and then return the weft to warp position.

Reverse Chevron
4 color sequence

Reverse Chevron:
Symmetrically arranged colors

Grid legend
Each square represents
one thread.
! Select this thread as weft
Δ Swap the two wefts
at the end of the row.

Note: if the first thread at the edge of your work
is an 'up' thread, which you select as weft, then
you will begin with a 'pinch' (pick up from the
back).
If the first thread at the edge of your work is a
'down' thread, which you select as weft, then you
will begin with a 'scissor' (put down).
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